WiseCam: Wisely Tuning Wireless Pan-Tilt Cameras for Cost-Effective Moving Object Tracking
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Abstract—With desired functionality of moving object tracking, wireless pan-tilt cameras are able to play critical roles in a growing diversity of surveillance environments. However, today’s pan-tilt cameras oftentimes underperform when tracking frequently moving objects like humans – they are prone to lose sight of objects and bring about excessive mechanical rotations that are especially detrimental to those energy-constrained outdoor scenarios. The ineffectiveness and high cost of state-of-the-art tracking approaches are rooted in their adherence to the industry’s simplicity principle, which leads to their stateless nature, performing gimbal rotations based only on the latest object detection. To address the issues, we design and implement WiseCam that wisely tunes the pan-tilt cameras to minimize mechanical rotation costs while maintaining long-term object tracking. We examine the performance of WiseCam by experiments on two types of pan-tilt cameras with different motors. Results show that WiseCam significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art tracking approaches on both tracking duration and power consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the most important professional surveillance instruments, wireless pan-tilt cameras have gained tremendous popularity in recent years. Their overall global market value has exceeded $3 billion in 2020 and is expected to steadily grow at ~2.5% in the next years [1]. At present, pan-tilt cameras manufactured by dominant companies (e.g., Axis, FLIR, and Honeywell) almost target DC electricity-supplied indoor monitoring scenarios such as elderly/child caring and anti-theft alarming, where the most desired functionality is moving object tracking. Owing to wider-area coverage brought by the flexible rotations, pan-tilt cameras are also potentially conducive to surveillance in diverse rural off-the-grid environments (e.g., farmlands, fisheries), in replace of multiple commonly-used fixed cameras.

Nevertheless, the tracking performance of today’s pan-tilt cameras is far from satisfactory, especially for frequently moving objects like humans and in the energy-constrained scenarios (§II-A). Most commodity pan-tilt cameras operate with two stepper motors, each of which drives a gear shaft to rotate grid by grid [2]. Typically, they adopt a grid-based tracking approach that continuously seeks a moving object through vision detection and then searches for pan-tilt grids that makes the object closest to the camera’s gaze direction. Unfortunately, the two-dimensional searching process involves time-consuming rotations and comparisons among grids, making the camera hardly keep sight of object motion. Meanwhile, frequent acceleration and deceleration among grids incur large power consumption.

There are also pan-tilt cameras assembled with a small fixed camera and an electric tripod head driven by two servo motors, which conduct rotations by any angles with high speed and precision [3]. The mechanical properties make it suitable to the target-based tracking approach. Whenever a detected object is not in the center of the camera’s field of view [term view center], pan-tilt rotating angles are calculated based on the object center’s two-dimensional relative coordinates, respectively [4], [5]. Such an approach is free from inefficient grid search, but it sensitzes the camera to the object’s small motions and results in excessive stacked rotations. The camera consumes a large amount of energy and probably loses sight of objects when asynchronously executing them.

An intuitive approach to overcoming the above obstacle is to set a fault-tolerant boundary around the camera’s view center and restrains pan-tilt rotations when the target object’s center moves within it [6]. As the boundary size is subject to a number of object properties (e.g., size, speed, direction), it is difficult to set a proper one in practice – either too small to reduce the frequency of rotation generation or too large to catch up with the object. An alternative approach to reducing the camera’s rotation delays is to adopt a proportion-integration-differentiation (PID) controller [7] that iteratively calculates the difference between the object center and view center as an error value and obtains pan-tilt rotating angles based on correction of PID terms. However, complex tuning of PID coefficients is required to satisfy the validity criteria.

In a nutshell, all the state-of-the-art approaches continuously conduct object detection and statelessly determine pan-tilt rotations only based on an object’s instant position, which leads to considerable energy costs and a high risk of tracking failure (§II-B). The stateless nature of these tracking approaches mainly results from the industry’s simplicity principle [8] (i.e., generally adopting those easy-to-implement and low-overhead schemes), but it is often inapplicable to complex environments and/or high demands in practice. In view of this, we design WiseCam to minimize pan-tilt cameras’ rotation costs while maintaining its long-term object tracking online (§III-A). Our key idea is to follow closely state variations of the target object and accordingly refrain from dispensable gimbal rotations.

1The area that is visible to a camera is normally referred to as the camera’s field of view.
While the idea is promising and straightforward, to make it work in high efficiency and with low overhead, we focus on addressing the following two technical challenges.

- **To keep a close watch on an object in a unified space**, we ameliorate the pan-tilt cameras’ detection scheme and integrate correlation filtering that matches the detected object in consecutive frames by element-wise operations on multiple features. On this basis, we abstract critical points from numerous object pixels in each frame and transform their non-unified coordinates to the trajectory of geodetic coordinates in a panoramic space (§III-B).

- **To efficiently learn object motion data for online determination**, we design a fast-convergent reinforcement learning (RL) model to tune the amplitude of pan-tilt rotations, with multiple associated neural networks and well-customized rewards to capture spatio-temporal motion features. We further explore learning experience from different objects of the same type (e.g., humans) and fuse them by model aggregation, so as to accelerate generalization for determination on new objects (§III-C).

We implement WiseCam to support moving object tracking on both stepper-driven and servo-driven pan-tilt cameras (§IV-A). We evaluate WiseCam on the two heterogeneous cameras through real-world human tracking experiments and data-driven testing of walking trajectories involving thousands of humans (§IV-B~§IV-D). In contrast to the state-of-the-art tracking approaches, WiseCam yields 2~8 times longer average tracking duration, and meanwhile, it can reduce the rotational power consumption of the test cameras by at least 38% and is applicable to the solar-powered pan-tilt cameras. In addition, the overhead of WiseCam keeps low and steady when confronted with intensive tracking tasks (the resource usages are steady at 5%~8%), which well supports building it in the commodity pan-tilt camera chips.

II. MOTIVATION

This section introduces background of the state-of-the-art moving object tracking approaches of pan-tilt cameras, followed by real-world measurements of their performance which motivates our study.

A. Tracking with Pan-Tilt Cameras

Pan-tilt cameras are capable of automatic directional control that makes it possible to continuously track a moving object in wide areas with a single camera and adaptive to various surveillance environments. In spite of widespread adoption in indoor elderly/child caring and anti-theft alarming, commodity pan-tilt cameras have yet to be deployed in the energy-constrained outdoor environments. To explore whether a pan-tilt camera can achieve long-term and energy-efficient moving object tracking, we first demystify the state-of-the-art tracking approaches adopted by two types of pan-tilt cameras.

![Fig. 1. Moving object tracking with two types of pan-tilt cameras (in the pan dimension).](image)

**Grid-Based Tracking.** This tracking approach is typically applied by pan-tilt cameras with stepper motors. They divide a full rotation into equal steps and control the pan/tilt gear shaft to rotate one grid with a certain number of pulses [2]. On this basis, a camera conducts moving object detection in each video frame through vision detection algorithms like temporal frame differencing [11] or background subtraction [12]. Every time an object is detected, the camera seeks a pair of pan-tilt grids that makes the object closest to its gaze direction. Specifically, driven by the pan and tilt motors in sequence, the two gear shafts each rotate grid by grid towards the moving object and finally stop at a grid superior to the neighbor grids. When the target object is in the direction between two grids, the previous grid may make the object closer to the gaze direction compared with the current one, and this will trigger the gear shaft to rotate back to it (termed backward rotation). Fig. 1(a) gives a demonstration of the rotation process in the pan dimension.

**Target-Based Tracking.** In contrast to stepper motors, micro digital servo motors are controlled by a pulse of variable width that determines the pan/tilt rotating angle [3], which provides much higher rotation speed and position precision. The low cost, close to that of stepper motors (only ~$1), makes it applicable to pan-tilt cameras. In light of the motors’ properties, the most commonly-used basic tracking approach is to keep the camera targeting a detected object (the detection algorithm is similar to above). When the object center is not in the camera’s view center, the pan-tilt gear shafts each rotate by a certain angle according to the proportion of pan/tilt view angle $\phi$ to frame width $w$ or height $h$. Given the object center’s coordinates relative to the view center $(o_x, o_y)$, the pan and tilt rotating angles are calculated respectively by

$$\left(\theta_{rp}, \theta_{rt}\right) = (-2o_x \cdot \phi/w, 2o_y \cdot \phi/h).$$

The pan-dimensional rotation in this approach is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), in comparison with the previous grid-based rotation.

In face of continuous violent rotations probably incurred by the above approach, an alternative approach is to set a fault-tolerant boundary around the view center. Provided that the target object keeps inside the boundary, the camera will not rotate as the object moves. The boundary width and height are

$2$New outdoor wire-free and solar-powered cameras like Reolink Go [9] and Early SoloCam [10] have not provided pan-tilt rotations.

$3$The view angle $\phi$ is determined by the camera’s focus length $f$ and retina size $d$ ($\phi = \arctan(d/2f)$).
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fig. 2. Tracking duration of the state-of-the-art approaches on two types of pan-tilt cameras.

Fig. 3. Tracking durations achieved with different boundary-to-frame ratios.

Fig. 4. Rotational power variances of the two cameras with different tracking approaches.

generally set to be in equal proportion to the camera’s frame width and height, where the boundary-to-frame ratio is denoted by $r_b$. Another alternative approach is to adopt a controller employing feedback and correction based on proportional (P), integral (I), and derivative (D) terms [7]. It minimizes the error $e(t)$ between a measured process variable and the desired setpoint over time by adjusting a weighted sum of its PID,

$$u(t) = K_p e(t) + K_i \int_0^t e(\tau) d\tau + K_d \frac{de(t)}{dt},$$

where $K_p$, $K_i$, and $K_d$ are coefficients. In our case, we denote error values $e_h(t)$ and $e_v(t)$ as the horizontal and vertical distances between current object center and view center, and accordingly calculate $u_h(t)$ and $u_v(t)$ as the object’s two-dimensional moving distances (towards the view center) with Eq. (2). On this basis, we can obtain the pan-tilt rotating angles based on Eq. (1) by replacing $(\alpha_x, \alpha_y)$ with $(u_h(t), u_v(t))$.

B. Measurements and Observations

We next conduct measurements on the above-described state-of-the-art tracking approaches, carefully examining if their real-world performance meets the long-term and energy-efficient requirements of pan-tilt cameras’ practical use.

**Measurement Methodology.** We mainly concern the following two metrics in our measurements:

- **Tracking duration** measures how long a pan-tilt camera can keep sight of an object by rotations. The metric is significant for surveillance, where it is desirable to record as many object moving details as possible for behavior analysis.

- **Rotational power consumption** measures the power increment incurred by pan/tilt rotations for object tracking. The metric is free from energy cost diversity among different rotations and tracking durations. It is of particular importance to those energy-constrained scenarios.

We study four state-of-the-art tracking approaches – grid-based tracking, basic target-based tracking and its two alternatives fault-tolerant (FT) boundary and PID control. We run each of them on pan-tilt cameras with stepper motors and servo motors, respectively. In the stepper-driven camera, the angle between two adjacent grids (i.e., a step) is $15^\circ$. We set the same virtual step for the servo-driven camera when conducting grid-based tracking on it. To grasp the stability of the performance, we recruit 50 volunteers with different body size and moving speed to conduct the tracking experiment in sequence.

Concretely, the two pan-tilt cameras are hung in the middle of the ceiling of a $\sim 15m^2$ room in turn, making the whole room in the coverage through gimbal rotations. Each volunteer walks around the room stochastically at his/her normal speed until the pan-tilt camera loses track of him/her, during which the movement may involve intermission and sudden changes in direction or speed. For the latter two tracking approaches, the volunteers conduct experiments with different values of parameter(s) $r_b$ or $(K_p, K_i, K_d)$, and we select the optimal ones that achieve longest tracking duration for the final result comparison. In the whole experiment, we connect a power meter to the pan-tilt cameras to measure their power consumption.

**Tracking Duration Results.** The average, maximum, and minimum tracking duration results of the 8 test items are depicted in Fig. 2, where each test item is denoted as tracking approach_motor type. As the figure shows, the tracking durations of all approaches are not ideally long (less than 30 seconds). Moreover, the durations of the stepper-driven camera are always shorter than the counterparts of the servo-driven camera. It is largely due to the slow start and stop property of the stepper motor, which makes the camera’s rotation difficult to keep up with rapid object movements. Although servo motors and target-based tracking can help avoid inefficient operations, the basic target-based tracking approach is very sensitive to the object’s small motions, which may lead to excessive mechanical rotations that are executed in an asynchronous manner.

In contrast, with properly selected parameters, the two alternative approaches can increase the tracking duration by reducing rotation intensity. However, the parameter(s) of both approaches may be affected by quite a few object-specific factors. As described in Fig. 3, the optimal (longest) tracking durations are achieved with quite different boundary-to-frame ratio $r_b$ for volunteers with various body sizes, moving speeds and routes. In reality, it is difficult to set a proper-sized boundary for general object tracking in real time. If the boundary is not large enough, there may still be excessive rotations executed asynchronously; if it is too large, there remains little room for reaction to object moving out of the camera’s field of

---

\textsuperscript{4}The implementation is similar to that of WiseCam (illustrated in §IV-A).
view. Likewise, the PID coefficients \((K_p, K_i, K_d)\) have poor generalization to different motors and objects. In practice, the parameter tuning process is complex and costly, and improper values will result in frequent tracking failures.

Furthermore, repeatedly conducting object detection in each frame with the frame differencing algorithm also makes the camera prone to tracking failures. According to our measurements, a considerable proportion \((\sim 40\%)\) of tracking failures occur when the volunteers move intermittently. This is because once a volunteer stops moving, the camera may take a pack of noise pixels in background as the next tracking target and thus lose sight of the volunteer. The drawback hinders the cameras from operating when there is more than one person, as the tracked target will frequently change among them and the camera cannot keep tracking anyone.

**Power Consumption Results.** We also monitor the two cameras’ power variances with each state-of-the-art approach (adopts the optimal parameters) every second throughout each volunteer’s tracking process. We can obtain the 8 test items’ incremental rotational power consumption by deducting the two cameras’ normal working power (on average 2.2 W and 1.5 W respectively) from the measured total power variances. We visualize the results of all test items for a volunteer who makes the longest total tracking duration with Fig. 4. Here we omit to show the other volunteers’ power variances as they follow the same trend. As depicted in the figure, object tracking continuously brings considerable power consumption to both cameras. The output power of stepper motors is always high while that of servo motors is highly variable. By integral operation, we can further estimate the total energy cost of two cameras with the four approaches (taking their normal working power into account). As shown in Table I, the average energy cost results of 50 volunteers for all the test items are beyond 3 Wh. In view of the typical solar battery’s energy budget (48 Wh/day at most) [13], the state-of-the-art tracking approaches would incur power cuts to the pan-tilt cameras in off-the-grid outdoor environments.

**Opportunities.** The real-world measurements indicate that the state-of-the-art tracking approaches are inadequate to provide long-term tracking and inapplicable to fulfill the energy-constrained scenarios. According to our observations, the root cause is the stateless nature of these approaches that determines gimbal rotations only based on instant object detection, increasing risk of tracking failure and energy costs. It is further due to the simplicity principle [8] that the above easy-to-implement tracking approaches are popular on today’s pan-tilt cameras. Fortunately, we also notice opportunities to potentially address the unravelled obstacle. First, the pan-tilt camera should keep gazing at the detected object throughout the tracking process instead of detecting in each frame. Second, the pan-tilt camera’s stay point could be decided based on the object’s state variations to prevent dispensable rotations.

### III. WiseCam Design

Guided by our observations, we design WiseCam, a cost-effective tracking approach of pan-tilt cameras that provides long-term moving object tracking with low rotational energy costs. We next describe our solution to achieve this goal.

**A. System Overview**

Fig. 5 depicts the high-level architecture of WiseCam. The pan-tilt camera’s video frames are enqueued for moving object tracking. *Object Tracker* matches the same moving object that appears in different frames through correlation filtering on multiple features, and then constructs a motion trajectory in the camera’s panoramic space with a sequence of critical points (§III-B). Taking as input the spatio-temporal object motion information, *RL Agent* continuously tunes amplitude of pan-tilt rotations with well-customized rewards. To accelerate model convergence for online determination on new objects, the agent fuses learning experience from the previous tracking (§III-C). The output rotation actions are cached in a queue and then executed to control the camera’s pan-tilt rotations.

**B. Long-Term Moving Object Tracking**

We start with designing a scheme to track a moving object in a long term, which involves correlating the detected object across frames and constructing the object’s motion trajectory.

**Object Detection and Correlation.** Most commodity pan-tilt cameras apply temporal frame differencing [11] as the object detection algorithm, which calculates the intersection of two pixelwise differences between consecutive video frames \((F_{t-2}, F_{t-1}, F_t)\) to obtain a difference frame \(D_t\) (i.e., \(D_t = |F_t - F_{t-1}| \cap |F_{t-1} - F_{t-2}|\)). After thresholding to avoid noise, the largest connected area in \(D_t\) is deemed as the target moving object. Despite its simplicity and low cost, the algorithm often results in incomplete object pixels and largely affects the positioning accuracy. To precisely obtain the object’s complete contour, we ameliorate the existing detection

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracking Approaches</th>
<th>Stepper-Driven</th>
<th>Servo-Driven</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid-Based Tracking</td>
<td>4.346</td>
<td>3.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target-Based Tracking</td>
<td>4.095</td>
<td>3.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With FT Boundary</td>
<td>3.846</td>
<td>3.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With PID Control</td>
<td>3.639</td>
<td>3.090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
algorithm by integrating regional optical flow. Concretely, a frame is divided into a group of square regions, of which the side length is the greatest common divisor of frame width and height. For any frame \( F_t \), we calculate a difference frame and extract the target object’s pixels therein based on the above-described differencing algorithm. Then only for each pixel \((x, y)\) in regions where the object is located (but not the whole frame), we estimate a two-dimensional optical flow vector \( \vec{u} = (dx/dt, dy/dt) \) with the Lucas-Kanade (LK) algorithm [14], which confirms the object’s contour and movement pattern between adjacent frames. By this means, we can acquire an object’s complete contour in any frame and meanwhile reduce the computation overhead to the full.

To eliminate interference from background noise as well as other objects (as shown in §II-B), correlating the same object across frames is a high priority for long-term object tracking. Instead of reconstituting object detection in each frame as in the state-of-the-art tracking approaches, here we leverage correlation filtering [15] to determine the target object in an arbitrary frame through element-wise operations in the frequency domain. Specifically, we obtain the object’s updated position and size\(^3\) in each frame with two filters. The position filter \( f_p \) conducts sampling on the frame image at twice object size and generates a set of sample images. Likewise, the scale filter \( f_s \) scales up and down the object size to form a small collection of candidates. We calculate the correlation of a filter \( f_x(x = p, s) \) with each sample (image or size) \( h_k \) by

\[
g_k = h_k \otimes f_x = F^{-1}(F(h_k) \odot F(f_x^*)),
\]

where \( F \) and \( F^{-1} \) are 2-dimenional fast fourier transform and its inverse operation, and \( \odot \) and \( \ast \) denote element-wise multiplication and complex conjugate, respectively. To locate the object in a frame, we find proper filters \( f_p \) and \( f_s \) as well as \( h_k \)s that achieve the largest correlation through a least-squares optimization method [15]. We recurrently execute the process until no object is correlated in three consecutive frames, in which case we re-detect a moving object. Note that such a scheme enables the target moving object to be kept tracking even when there are multiple objects visible to the camera.

**Motion Trajectory Construction.** Through the above efforts, we can continuously acquire worthy object information like position, size, and accurate contour. We next construct a trajectory for the target object with such information, which is conducive to wisely determining the camera’s rotations. To reduce the influence of small motions, we represent the object’s position by its centroid instead of the center of its circumscribed square. Given a set of pixels on and inside the contour \( P = \{ (p_x^i, p_y^i) \} \) \((i = 1, \cdots, n)\), we calculate the object centroid’s coordinates \((c_x, c_y)\) by \( c_v = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_v^i}{n} \) \((v = x, y)\)\(^6\). To keep the object staying in the camera’s field of view, we also concern position variations of the object’s contour points that are closest to the frame image’s boundaries.

\(^3\)Here the two factors are reflected by two-dimensional coordinates of object center and side length of the object’s circumscribed square, respectively.

\(^6\)Here the operator \([\cdot]\) means rounding the number to the nearest integer.

Accordingly, we customize a virtual boundary point \((b_x, b_y)\) by abstracting \(x\)-\(y\) coordinates from the contour points that respectively maximize horizontal and vertical distances to the image center, i.e., \( b_v = \max_i \{ |p_v^i| \} \) \((v = x, y)\). We term the virtual boundary point together with object centroid as critical points.

Given that centers of different frames may be on various angles as the camera rotates, we need further transform the above-calculated coordinates relative to a frame’s image center to absolute coordinates in a unified space. As depicted in Fig. 6, a 360-degree panoramic space is generated by the camera’s pan-tilt rotations. The camera’s gaze direction can be represented by pan-tilt rotating angles \((\theta_{gp}, \theta_{gt})\) (ranging from \([-1/2\Theta_u, 1/2\Theta_u]\) \((u = p, t)\)), where \(\Theta_u\) and \(\Theta_t\) are maximum rotating angles provided by the camera manufacturer. We notice that the relative \(x\)-\(y\) coordinates of an object’s critical points in a frame are proportional to pan-tilt angle differences between the real object and view center, for which their pan-tilt rotating angles relative to the camera’s view center can be obtained based on Eq. (1). Therefore, we calculate the critical points’ absolute coordinates in the panoramic space by

\[
(\theta_{cp}, \theta_{ct}) = (\theta_{gp} - v_x \cdot \phi / w, \theta_{gt} + v_y \cdot \phi / h),
\]

where \(v = c, b\) represents the two critical points, \(w\) and \(h\) are frame width and height, and \(\phi\) is the camera’s view angle. Finally, an object’s motion trajectory in frame \(F_m\) can be expressed by a sequence of quadruples that represent the object’s critical points in previous frames,

\[
\hat{T}_o = \{ (\theta_{cp}^i, \theta_{ct}^i, \theta_{bp}^i, \theta_{bt}^i) \}, \quad i = 1, \cdots, m.
\]

### C. Online Rotation Determination

The above-described object tracking scheme enables the camera to obtain the target object’s up-to-date motion trajectory in its panoramic space in real time, which indicates the object’s previous state variations in multiple dimensions (e.g., position, size, speed, and direction) and can be leveraged to deduce the object’s next state. We next design a reinforcement learning (RL) model to conduct appropriate pan-tilt rotations at runtime with the motion trajectory information.

**RL Model Formulation.** An RL agent is built to keep observing the target object’s instantaneous state \(S_i\) in any frame \(F_i\) and to determine the pan-tilt rotation action \(a_t\), which is expected to minimize the camera’s costs while...
maintaining object tracking. Then the rotation action \( a_i \) will be executed to reorient the camera and produce a new state of the object \( S_{i+1} \) that initiates a new round of learning and determination. The mapping of \( S_i \rightarrow a_i \) is determined by the RL model’s control policy \( \pi(S_i, a_i) \), which is learnt and updated during iterative state observation and action execution.

As the input of the RL agent, the state can be assembled with the camera’s present gaze direction \((\theta_{gp}, \theta_{gt})\) and the latest \( k \) quadruples of the object’s motion trajectory \( T_o \). According to Eq. (5), the state in the current frame \( F_m \) is denoted with

\[
S_m = (\hat{\theta}_{cp}^m, \hat{\theta}_{ct}^m, \hat{\theta}_{bp}^m, \hat{\theta}_{bt}^m, \hat{\theta}_{gp}^m, \hat{\theta}_{gt}^m),
\]

where the first four elements are sequences extracted from the latest \( k \) quadruples by column, e.g., \( \hat{\theta}_{cp}^m = \{\theta_{cp}^i\} \) \((i = m - k + 1, \ldots, m)\). For a given state \( S_m \), the RL agent designates the pan-tilt rotation action \( a_m = (a_p^m, a_t^m) \). In order to accommodate online determination, \( a_p^m \) and \( a_t^m \) are both selected from a compact discrete action space \( A = \{\omega_j\} \) \((j \in [-n_{au}, n_{au}] \cap \mathbb{Z}; \omega n_{au} < 1/2\Theta_p, u = p, t)\), where \( \omega \) is the angle of a rotation unit, and \( (n_{ap}, n_{at}) \) are rotation amplitudes for two dimensions.

To make the RL agent learn from past experience, each action is associated with a reward, which takes both tracking status and rotation cost into account. The reward \( r_m \) of action \( a_m \) is calculated when the next state \( S_{m+1} \) is produced. At this time, we can exactly acquire the target object’s new position and accordingly update its motion trajectory. When the object gets out of the camera’s field of view, the camera rotates immediately to pan-tilt angles of the latest object centroid, which generally resumes tracking of the object at a marginal cost. In this case, we set loss reward \( r_i^m \) as an enough large negative value (e.g., -10) to embody the last action’s extremely adverse effect. If the object is still in the camera’s field of view, we concern its distances to the view boundaries as well as moving direction. Given the camera’s new gaze direction \((\hat{\theta}_{gp}^{m+1}, \hat{\theta}_{gt}^{m+1})\) and the updated object motion sequences \((\hat{\theta}_{cp}^{m+1}, \hat{\theta}_{ct}^{m+1}, \hat{\theta}_{bp}^{m+1}, \hat{\theta}_{bt}^{m+1})\) in the state \( S_{m+1} \), we calculate position reward \( r_p^m \) and direction reward \( r_d^m \) respectively by

\[
r_p^m = 1 - 2(\theta_{cp}^{m+1})/\Theta_p - 2(\theta_{ct}^{m+1})/\Theta_t,
\]

\[
r_d^m = \frac{\Theta_p \theta_{cp}^{m} + \Theta_t \theta_{ct}^{m}}{(\theta_{cp}^{m+1} + |\theta_{ct}^{m+1}|)}(\theta_{cp}^{m+1}/\Theta_p - \theta_{ct}^{m+1}/\Theta_t),
\]

where \( \Delta \theta_{ct} = \theta_{ct}^{m+1} - \theta_{ct}^{m} \) \((u = p, t)\). In addition, we adopt cost reward \( r_c^m \) to embody costs of pan-tilt rotations,

\[
r_c^m = 1 - \alpha_{cu}^m/\omega n_{cu} - a_{cu}^m/\omega n_{at}.
\]

To penalize loss of tracking and high rotation cost, the overall reward \( r_m \) should comprise all the above-described reward metrics, and we define it as

\[
r_m = \mu r_p^m + (1 - \mu)(\beta r_d^m + \delta r_c^m + \eta r_c^m),
\]

where \( \mu \in [0, 1] \) indicates if the action makes the object get rid of the camera’s field of view \((\mu = 1 \text{ means that loss of tracking occurs})\), and \( \beta, \delta, \text{ and } \eta \) are all hyper-parameters to be adjusted.

The RL model’s internal structure is illustrated in Fig. 7. Each input state \( S_i \) is transformed into a combination of four sequences \((\psi_{cp}^i, \psi_{ct}^i, \psi_{bp}^i, \psi_{bt}^i)\) by \( \psi_{cu}^i = \{\theta_{cu}^i - \theta_{cu}^{i-1}\} \) \((i = m - k + 1, \ldots, m; v = c, t; u = p, t)\). To reason implicit spatio-temporal features hidden in the time series, the four sequences are fed into a long-short-term-memory (LSTM) structure [16] with \( k \) cells. The sequences flattened by LSTM cells are transmitted into two similar fully-connected neural networks (NNs) – one outputs a rotation action based on features extracted (termed actor), and the other one is served as a critic that judges the action’s value. Each NN contains two hidden layers and an output layer. The hidden layers employ the \text{tanh} activation function [17] to enhance learning capabilities. The output layer of the actor network takes \text{softmax} [18] as the activation function that generates probability distribution of each candidate action and finally provides the action with largest probability, while that of the critic network estimates the expected total reward starting at the present state.

**Fast-Convergent Training.** To adapt with the requirement of online determination, the RL model should converge (i.e., stably generate reasonable decision) as soon as possible. Here the training objective is to maximize the total cumulative reward that the model receives. Policy gradient [19] is an effective approach to achieving this goal, but it may suffer from the problem of difficult convergence caused by substantial policy changes. In view of this, we train the model with a fast-convergent algorithm named proximal policy optimization (PPO) [20] to avoid updates of parameter \( \xi \) that change the control policy \( \pi_c(S_m, a_m) \) too much at each step. Specifically, we formulate the gradient of cumulative discounted reward with an advantage function \( A_c(S_i, a_i) \). In practice, each update of \( \xi \) follows the policy gradient,

\[
\xi \leftarrow \xi + \alpha \sum_i \nabla_i \log \pi_c(S_i, a_i) A_c(S_i, a_i),
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the learning rate. For any given \((S_i, a_i, r_i, S_{i+1})\), \( A_c(S_i, a_i) \) can be estimated by \( r_i + \gamma v_c(S_{i+1}) - v_c(S_i) \), where \( \gamma \) serves as a discounting factor. To help the RL model fast

\[ A_c(S_i, a_i) \text{ represents difference in the expected reward for action } a_i \text{ in state } S_i, \text{ compared with averaged reward for actions drawn from policy } \pi_c. \]
new and old policies and adopt their probability ratio $r_\xi = \pi_\xi(S_i, a_i)/\pi'_\xi(S_i, a_i)$ to replace $\pi_\xi(S_i, a_i)$ in Eq. (11). On this basis, the model’s loss function is devised as

$$L(\xi) = E(\min\{r_\xi A_\xi, c(r_\xi, 1 - \epsilon, 1 + \epsilon)A_\xi\}),$$

where the ratio $r_\xi$ is clipped to be within the small interval $[1 - \epsilon, 1 + \epsilon]$ by function $c()$, and $A_\xi$ is short for the above $A_\xi(S_i, a_i)$. By this means, the model will update policy parameters smoothly and avoid jumpy decisions, so as to achieve fast convergence.

**Multi-Model Aggregation.** With the above fast-convergent training algorithm, the RL agent still needs to learn a certain amount of object motion data before making a wise rotation determination. According to our observation, after entering the camera’s field of view, an object generally stays for a period of time that requires no camera rotations (termed quiescent period), which facilitates initial training with object motion data. However, only based on data collection in the quiescent period, the model sometimes makes unreasonable rotation determinations for the subsequent object tracking, e.g., rotating dramatically for objects close to the view center, or keeping still when an object tends to get rid of the field of view.

To overcome this issue, we make the RL agent draw on learning experience from previous object tracking of the same type. It has been illustrated that averaging the parameters of the same neural cell across a number of NN models can achieve aggregating these models’ experience [21]. We thus conduct multi-model aggregation by fusing the NN parameters of previous objects’ models. Suppose there are totally $n_m$ models of objects with the same structure, and each model contains $n_c$ cells. The NN parameters are denoted with a matrix $\Xi_{ij} = (\xi_{ij})$, of which $\xi_{ij}$ indicates the parameter of $j$-th cell in the $i$-th model. We perform a weighted averaging operation following the principle of federated learning [21] to calculate each element in the aggregated model, $\xi_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_m} \rho_i \xi_{ij}$, where $\rho_i$ represents the experience weight of model $i$. We generally set equal weights for all previous objects. Once an object has been tracked before (judged by a ReID approach [22]), we set a prioritized weight as it provides more experience. Through multi-model aggregation, the RL agent can accelerate NN generalization during the camera’s quiescent period.

**IV. Evaluation**

In this section, we first briefly present implementation of WiseCam, and then demonstrate its tracking cost-effectiveness with real-world human tracking experiments as well as data-driven testing of large-scale human trajectories.

**A. System Implementation**

To embody WiseCam’s generality for moving object tracking, we implement it on the two types of pan-tilt cameras introduced in §II-A. Note that the stepper-driven commodity pan-tilt cameras do not support directly running processes on their platforms. Instead, most of them provide public interfaces for status acquisition and rotation execution based on a common protocol ONVIF [23]. By contrast, the servo-driven pan-tilt cameras should generally be built by oneself with a small tripod head and a fixed camera, and controlled by PWM drivers [24]. In view of the two heterogeneous cameras’ properties, we build a prototype of WiseCam on Raspberry Pi 4B [25] that communicates with them through WiFi and I2C bus, respectively. On this basis, the prototype controls gimbal rotations of the motors by invoking ONVIF or PWM APIs.

We implement both components of WiseCam in Python. **Object Tracker** utilizes the OpenCV library [26] for frame image processing, which helps achieve object detection and cross-frame correlation. To reduce the computation overhead, we set frame size to be the camera settings’ minimum value $640\times 480$ pixels. **RL Agent** builds the NN models with TensorFlow [27]. In each state we input the latest $k = 10$ quadruples of the motion trajectory into the model’s LSTM layer. Based on grid search [28], we set the unit number of FC layer as 32, set the learning rate $\alpha$ and discounting factor $\gamma$ as 0.1 and 0.95, and empirically set the weights of rewards $\beta$, $\delta$, and $\eta$ to be 1, 1, and 2, respectively. We employ Adam optimizer [29] to update the gradient descent.

**B. Experiment Setup**

We take a Raspberry Pi 4B equipped with a 4-core CPU @1.5GHz and 2 GB of memory as the deployment platform. It communicates with a typical commodity pan-tilt camera with stepper motors through WiFi with 100 Mbps of maximum bandwidth, and controls a self-built pan-tilt camera with servo motors by I2C bus at a transfer rate of 3.4 Mbps. The two cameras’ maximum pan-tilt rotating angles $(\Theta_x, \Theta_y)$ and view angle $\phi$ are $(330^\circ, 150^\circ)$, $115^\circ$ and $(210^\circ, 130^\circ)$, $120^\circ$, respectively. Besides, we connect each camera with a power meter to measure power consumption.

**Metrics and Baselines.** In view of the pan-tilt cameras’ practical requirements, we concern two metrics – tracking duration and rotational power consumption, which are identical to those in §II-B. Among those measurement results of the state-of-the-art tracking approaches, both fault-tolerant boundary and PID control mechanisms can bring better performance to the target-based approach. Therefore, we simultaneously integrate them into the basic target-based approach (with optimal parameters preset) and adopt the improved approach as a baseline for comparison. We also take the grid-based approach that is widely adopted by commodity cameras as another baseline in regardless of its performance. We compare WiseCam against the two baselines on both types of pan-tilt cameras.

**Testing Datasets.** Similar to measurements in §II-B, we track the 50 recruited volunteers’ motions when they walk around a room stochastically with two pan-tilt cameras controlled by WiseCam and the two baselines. In addition, to evaluate WiseCam’s tracking performance in the outdoor environment, a large-scale data trace of human trajectories is crowdsensed from 1052 students who walk daily with mobile devices over a semester, during which geolocations are collected every 15
seconds (over 60 million samples in total). According to the monitoring range of typical outdoor cameras, we cluster the samples and extract trajectory segments in 10 circle areas with a radius of 20 meters, where the samples are highly concentrated (3024 segments in total). Then we virtually put a stepper-driven pan-tilt camera in the center of each area (the view angle should be 40° for the preset range), and accordingly transform the collected geolocations into coordinates in the camera’s panoramic space. Based on the transformed trajectories with 15-second intervals, we can emulate moving object tracking (only conducting the pan-tilt rotation determination) with WiseCam and the two baselines. In this case, the object is abstracted into a point, and coordinates of its centroid and virtual boundary point are the same.

C. End-to-End Performance

We start with measuring WiseCam’s overall performance. Note that “Target-Based” in all the following experimental figures refers to the improved target-based tracking approach.

Improvement at Tracking Duration. We first evaluate how long WiseCam can keep sight of the 50 volunteers in the real-world tracking experiment. To quantify this, we show in Fig. 8 WiseCam’s average, maximum and minimum tracking durations for the 50 tracking tests with both types of cameras in contrast with those of two baselines. We can see from the figure that WiseCam keeps tracking the target object for overall 2.4 to 8.4 times as long as the baselines. The improvement mainly comes from WiseCam’s cross-frame object correlation and wise rotation determination, which helps overcome the drawbacks of baselines illustrated in §II-B.

Reduction at Power Consumption. We also concern energy cost incurred by camera rotations during the above experiment. Accordingly, we monitor the two involved cameras’ power variances every 20 seconds. We average the power monitoring values in each tracking duration to eliminate the influence of test items’ tracking duration difference. The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the six test items’ rotational power consumption for the 50 tracking tests are plotted in Fig. 9. The two baselines both exhibit an apparently longer tail, and the reduction by WiseCam is 48.9% on average and at least 38.1%. It is largely due to WiseCam’s ability to refrain from a multitude of dispensable gimbal rotations that bring remarkable energy cost. According to the result comparison given in Table II, WiseCam can reduce the servo-driven camera’s energy cost to ~2 Wh. It can well support daily object tracking of pan-tilt cameras powered by a typical solar battery with the energy budget 48 Wh/day [13].

Performance on Large-Scale Data. We further conduct large-scale object tracking emulation with WiseCam and the two baselines based on the transformed human trajectories (cf. §IV-B). Through comprehensive testing of tracking all 3024 trajectory segments on the configured virtual camera, we describe the CDF of tracking duration for the three approaches in Fig. 10. Similar to results of the real-world human tracking experiment, both the median and tail durations of WiseCam (62.1 s and 88.4 s) are much longer than those of the baselines, which suggests WiseCam’s high effectiveness given the large total number of trajectories.

D. Micro Benchmarks

We next study the impact of individual components inside WiseCam (shown in Fig. 5) by comparing them with some alternative methods acting on the human tracking traces.

Tracking Accuracy vs. Efficiency. We contrast our moving object tracking scheme with three alternative approaches – repeatedly detecting objects with temporal frame differencing (TFD) [11], optical flow (OF) [14], and Tiny YOLOv3 [30]. We rerun the four algorithms on the videos recorded during the previous human tracking experiment. We manually label the target object’s position in each video frame as the ground truth. Given that today’s pan-tilt cameras are not equipped with GPU, here we execute all the algorithms only by CPU. Fig. 11 shows their (a) tracking failure rate and (b) per-frame execution time. Although YOLOv3 provides the lowest failure rate, its execution speed is slowest among the algorithms\(^8\). In

\(^{8}\)YOLO’s inference time is ~50 ms when executed with well-performed GPUs [30], but an embedded processor will slow it down by over 10 times.
contrast, our algorithm achieves a good balance between accuracy and efficiency, which fits tracking with pan-tilt cameras.

Convergence of RL Model. We further concern how fast the RL model can converge and also the effects of training algorithm and model aggregation mechanism on this. Accordingly, we take adopting the aforementioned policy gradient algorithm [19] for training (“Policy Gradient”) and adopting the PPO algorithm for training without model aggregation (“W/o Aggregation”) as two comparison methods. Here we consider 10 successive determinations that keep the object in the camera’s field of view as a signal of model convergence. Based on this notion, we observe convergence time of WiseCam and two comparison methods on tracking the 50 volunteers, and plot their CDFs in Fig. 12. The comparisons validate the PPO algorithm’s fast convergence in practice and demonstrate effectiveness of model aggregation.

Resource Usages. We finally monitor the platform Raspberry Pi’s resource usages during the stepper-driven pan-tilt camera’s human tracking experiment. In addition to the basic CPU and memory variations, we also measure its network usages given that rotation actions are transferred to the camera through WiFi. As shown in Fig. 13, the usages of CPU, memory, and network (with combined inbound and outbound traffic) are quite low and steady (all in the range of 5% to 8%) confronted with intensive rotations, which demonstrates that the resource of a single Raspberry Pi is more than enough to handle the pan-tilt camera’s moving object tracking.

V. RELATED WORK

We discuss closely related work in the following two areas.

Camera Video Analytics. With the prevalence of IoT cameras in today’s society, there has been a quantity of work on video analytics for surveillance. Most recent studies process live videos streamed from the camera on edge or cloud servers with NN-based object detection models. Specifically, Chameleon [31] and VideoStorm [32] dynamically pick the best NN configuration to balance accuracy and resource overhead. Focus [33] and NoScope [34] improve the efficiency of video analytics pipelines by filtering out frames that lack relevant information for query. In addition, Reducto [35] achieves on-camera filtering by adapting filtering decisions, and Elf [13] executes video object counting under energy constraint. In contrast, our work conducts video analytics towards more rigorous requirements – serving real-time rotations with lowest possible energy cost.

Pan-Tilt Camera Tracking. Different from wireless signal-based tracking methods facilitated by sensing devices [36], [37], pan-tilt cameras adopt visual tracking together with two-dimensional rotations to keep sight of moving objects. As a practical functionality, moving object tracking has received tremendous attention in the computer vision field. Today’s commodity pan-tilt cameras repeatedly conduct object detection with intuitive algorithms [11], [12]. In spite of its low cost, this approach often results in low accuracy of object positioning. Another popular tracking approach is to recognize objects in each frame with a CNN classification model (e.g., YOLO [38], R-CNN [39]), which however can hardly guarantee tracking timeliness due to the long execution time. Moreover, some studies apply the above algorithms in pan-tilt camera tracking [4], [40], [41], but they all adopt the aforementioned inefficient target-based tracking approach. Our work overcomes the drawbacks by designing a correlation-filtering-based tracking scheme and an RL-based rotation determination model, which help achieve cost-effective moving object tracking.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present WiseCam, a cost-effective moving object tracking solution for pan-tilt cameras in this paper. We first reveal the ineffectiveness and high cost of the state-of-the-art tracking approaches by real-world measurements. Guided by our observations from measurements, we design enabling mechanisms of long-term moving object tracking and online rotation determination. We put the techniques together and implement an open-source WiseCam prototype, and then show its high tracking duration and low power consumption with comprehensive evaluations. In practice, WiseCam can benefit pan-tilt cameras in diverse scenarios, especially when the cameras’ energy is constrained.
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